To investigate whether family identity can predict mood in people with MS. 54
Methods 55
A cross-sectional survey design (n=123) comprising measures of family identity, 56 family social support, connectedness to others, and mood. 57
Results 58
Family identity predicted mood both directly and indirectly through parallel mediators 59 of family social support and connectedness to others 60
Conclusion 61

Introduction 72
The prevalence of mood disorders in people with multiple sclerosis (MS) is high [1-73 3] , with people with MS experiencing higher rates of depression [1, 4] and anxiety [3, 74 5] than people with other neurological conditions or the general population. Mood 75 disorders, both anxiety and depression, have a large, negative impact on the lives of 76 people with MS, and both are negatively correlated to quality of life [6] . Therefore 77 considering both anxiety and depression together as an overall indicator of mood 78 could provide greater insight into the negative effects of MS. One explanation for the 79 high prevalence of mood disorders is that the symptoms of MS can cause changes to 80 the way that a person views him or herself [7] . These changes can alter a person's 81 social identity, resulting in a negative effect on a person's psychological well-being 82 and mood [8] . webpage. An a priori power calculation based on three potential predictor variables 136 and a medium effect size of 0.15 (α=0.05), indicated a total of 119 participants would 137 be required to provide 0.95 power. However, due to the low expected response rate 138 with survey methods, the questionnaire was sent to 400 participants. A list of 400 past 139 and current patients with MS over the age of 18 was compiled from the patient 140 database at University Hospital of Leicester Neurology Service. Those on the 141 database had visited the clinic in the 6 months before the list was compiled in August 142 2014. Invitations to take part and questionnaire packs were sent to a quasi-randomised 143 subscale is a four-item measure and was used to investigate new groups that 178 participants had engaged with following their diagnosis of MS, whether they have 179 any friends in these groups and whether they identify with these groups. 180
Participants rate items on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 = Do not agree at all to 7 181 = Agree. Higher scores suggest greater engagement with new groups following a 182 diagnosis of MS. was found on dependent variable, HADS total score (Shapiro-Wilk = >0.05). Because 212 of this, a bootstrapping mediation analysis was conducted using the PROCESS add on 213 for SPSS [22] . Mediation analysis is a technique used to test how a causal variable 214 has an effect on a dependent variable, using ordinary least squares regression 215 analysis [22] . By conducted a regression analysis on the independent variables 216 associated with the dependent variables, the standardised regression co-efficients 217 were examined to see whether the effect of family identity on mood scores was 218 greater than its indirect effects on social support or willingness to join new social 219 groups. Descriptive statistics were examined and a mediation analysis was conducted. 220 221 A parallel mediator model was used to test whether family identity had a positive 222 effect on mood through these mediators. This model assumes that two unrelated 223 variables mediate the relationship between an IV and a DV, in this case, family social 224 support and willingness to engage in new groups both mediate the relationship 225 between family identity and mood. By conducting a regression analysis on the 226 independent variables associated with the dependent variables, the standardised 227 regression co-efficients were examined to see whether the effect of family identity on 228 mood scores was greater than its indirect effects on social support or willingness to 229 join new social groups. 
Data Preparation 239
Some participants did not complete all the questions before returning the 240 questionnaire. As the questionnaire was completely anonymised, participants could 241 not be contacted to provide the missing information. We decided that for participants 242 missing a single question from any scale, mean substitution based on the participant's 243 scores on every other item on the questionnaire, was used to enter the missing data. 244
Participants who had missed out more than one question on a questionnaire were 245 excluded from the analysis. Eight participants were removed from the analysis due to 246 missing data, bringing the total sample to 195. The demographics of the final sample 247 used can be found in Table 1 . The mean, standard deviations and correlations of the 248 variables included in the analysis can be found in Table 2 . 249 250 Table 2 Here 255
256
Results of the reliability analysis can be found in Table 3 . All scales used in the study 257 had high internal consistency. 258 259 
Mediation Analysis 269
From a simple multiple mediator mediation analysis constructed using ordinary least 270 squares regression, family identity influenced mood indirectly through its effect on 271 social support and willingness to join new groups. As can be seen in Figure 2 and 272 Table 4 , participants' family identity positively predicted levels of social support (β = 273 0.73, p = < .01). Social support levels were also found to predict mood levels (β = -274 0.22, p < .01). Family identity was found to predict willingness to join new groups (β 275 = -0.18, p = <0.05). Willingness to join new groups were found to predict mood levels 276 (β = -0.14, p = <0.05). A bias-corrected confidence interval for the indirect effect The results of the mediation analysis showed that family identity predicted mood 293 through the parallel mediators of family social support and willingness to join new 294
groups. 295 296
Discussion 298
In line with previous research showing that people with MS experiencing higher rates 299 of depression [1, 4] and anxiety [3, 5] than people with other neurological conditions 300 or the general population, this was also evident in this study. We found that family 301 identity was negatively associated with mood. Increases in family identity were 302 associated in lower scores on the HADS, which can be interpreted as better overall 303 mood. A mediation analysis further showed that family identity predicted mood 304 through the parallel mediators of family social support and willingness to join new 305
groups. 306 307
A number of theoretical implications can be derived from the results. One of the more 308 important implications can be seen in the direct effect of family identity on mood. In 309 line with the SIMIC, identifying with the family group had a positive effect by 310 reducing mood scores. This finding can help explain why the family is often a salient 311 factor in adjustment to MS, as identifying with the family group appears to be protect 312 people with MS from the harmful effects of identity change following the life 313 changing transition of being diagnosed with the disease. 314
315
Social support from the family group and willingness to join new groups was found to 316 mediate the relationship between family identity and mood. Previously established 317 identities provide a basis for drawing social support and a good platform for people to 318 establish new identities that are compatible and integrated with old identities to 319 enhance identity continuity [11] . The mediating effects in this model have shown that 320 family identity has an effect on mood through the mediators of increased family social 321 support and increased willingness to join new groups, in line with the SIMIC [11] , 322 whilst this has been implicated in adjustment to MS, it has only so far been 323 investigated in qualitative studies [16] . 
